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					Broadcast signals such as DVB-T, DVB-T2, ISDB-T or ATSC are constructed to follow strict RF requirements mostly aimed to ensure they occupy the bandwidth they have been assigned and they do not interfere with any other adjacent channels. In particular the shape of the signal spectrum must be within the limits of certain given masks specified in the different corresponding standards, i.e. ETR290 recommendations for DVB-T. The specific masks depend on the type of signal and standard.

Due mainly to nonlinearities in the power amplifiers the output RF signal contains unwanted band limit and out of band components, the shape of which has given rise to the term “shoulder”, that tend to compromise the compliance with the mask limits.


	

The left picture depicts the spectrum of an ideal digital channel. The right image shows shoulders result of distortion mainly in the power amplifier.


How to measure shoulder attenuation

Shoulder attenuation should be measured at the output of the power amplifier right before sending the signal to the antennae through the net of passive devices. Because of the power level typically available at that point it is mandatory to use external power attenuators so that the level can be adapted to the maximum accepted by the analyser. 

The shoulder attenuation measurement must be performed following the procedure well described in the norms governing the corresponding standards, DVB-T, ATSC, etc... which are far from being straight forward and require a high performance spectrum analyser and proper operator skills. Maximum peak values within the channel depending on signal type and resolution filter used, channel limits, several values at different frequency offsets and different calculations, all these need to be determined to do this measurement.


Measuring shoulder is easier using PROMAX analysers

The RANGER Neo field strength meters for DVB-T, DVB-T2 and DVB-C2 as well as their corresponding ATSC and ISDB-T variants are now able to perform this measurement automatically and display it along with other relevant data such as pilot carrier amplitude, MER, VBER, etc.


	

	Measuring shoulder in a DVB-T2 channel using a RANGER Neo field strength meter.

Four red markers on the screen indicate the two windows where according to the norms measurements will be focused on. Two main points are taken as a reference within those windows which are referred to as Upper Shoulder Attenuation (Upp) and Lower Shoulder Attenuation (Low) both shown automatically on the analyser.

This measurement is important but it is time consuming if performed with conventional spectrum analysers. But it can be done swifty with PROMAX RANGER Neo TV analysers even in the field thanks to the analyser’s rugged design and 2 kgrs weight. And that’s including transport stream analysis and recording, IP interface and more.


Available depending on the model. Check comparison table.
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                PROMAX is a leading manufacturer of test and measurement systems, broadcast and TV signal distribution equipment. Our product lines include measuring instruments for cable TV, satellite TV, broadcast, wireless and fibre optics networks, FTTH and GPON analyzers. DVB-T modulators, IP streamers or IP converters (ASI, DVB-T) are among the company’s latest developments.
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     PROMAX TEST & MEASUREMENT, SLU © 
We are manufacturers of telecommunication instrumentation and professional electronics equipment with over 50 years of experience in this sector.


        

     	Telephone:   (+34) 931 847 700
	Email: promax@promax.es


    

   

   
   

   
   
    
     Interesting links

     	Corporate information
	Where we are
	Technical assistance
	Manufacturing services
	Design and R+D services
	PROMAX History
	Museum of PROMAX equipment
	Contact PROMAX


    

   

   
   

   
   
    
     E-news

     Free subscription to PROMAX e-News. Receive in your email account the news about our products.
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